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BSNC ACQUIRES ALASKA INDUSTRIAL HARDWARE
Courtesy of BSNC

LEADING STATEWIDE PROVIDER OF
CONSTRUCTION AND INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT
Bering Straits Native Corporation announced it has wholly acquired
Alaska Industrial Hardware (AIH), a leading company in the sales of
construction and industrial equipment statewide. AIH was founded
in 1959 in a Quonset hut in Anchorage at the intersection of the
Seward Highway and Fireweed Lane. It now operates three locations in
Anchorage – including its flagship store on the Old Seward Highway –
along with stores in Eagle River, Fairbanks, Juneau, Kenai and Wasilla.
AIH supplies high quality equipment, tools, industrial materials,
maintenance supplies and safety products to a wide variety of Alaskan
businesses and consumers, including government, commercial, and oil
and gas development and production customers.
“Over the past year we evaluated the possibilities and benefits
presented by this acquisition and determined that AIH is a solid company
that fits well with the growing Bering Straits portfolio of companies,” said
BSNC President & CEO Gail Schubert. “We are pleased to announce that
AIH President Terry Shurtleff and his executive team will stay with the
company and continue to manage day-to-day affairs. We look forward to
welcoming AIH’s employees into the Bering Straits family of companies.”
Through this purchase, Bering Straits is implementing the strategic
plan established by its Board of Directors to diversify and expand its
holdings including commercial and government operations, lands, and

BSNC ANNOUNCES 2015 ANNUAL
MEETING RESULTS
BSNC held its 2015 Annual Meeting of Shareholders on Saturday,
Oct. 3 in Nome, Alaska. Shareholders voted on the election of five
board directors. Incumbents Neal W. Foster, Steve P. Ivanoff, Jason
Evans and Lee Ryan were reelected and Ella A. Anagick was newly
elected to the Board. Directors serve three-year terms.
"On behalf of BSNC and the Board of Directors, I sincerely thank all
of the shareholders who voted and attended our annual meeting,”
said Henry Ivanoff, Chairman of the Board of BSNC. “I thank and
recognize outgoing director Percy Nayokpuk for his many years of
service, and welcome incoming board member Ella Anagick.”
Nayokpuk was elected to the Board in 1985 and served as the
Board’s Assistant Treasurer. He served on the Company’s 8(a),
Alaska Gold, Arctic Development, Bylaws & Shareholder, Land &
Resources, and Portfolio committees. He also served on the Open
Enrollment subcommittee and was a director of Ayak, LLC, Bering
Strait Technical Services, LLC, Global Precision Systems, LLC,
Golden Glacier, Inc., Paragon Professional Services, LLC, and was
Vice President of Inuit Services, Inc.
Drawings were held for door prizes for those present and prizes
were drawn for shareholders who turned in a valid proxy by the
Sept. 30 proxy deadline. Checks will be mailed to winners who were
not present at the meeting. Shareholders who could not attend
the annual meeting this year in Nome were invited to join via live
webcast at www.beringstraits.com.

AIH Executrix Brigitte Christina “Gidget” Boehm Keller, her husband Holly Keller,
and AIH President Terry Shurtleff flank BSNC President & CEO Gail R. Schubert at the
acquisition signing.

resource development. No major changes in staff are expected, as
President & CEO Schubert noted, “AIH has built a solid employee base
throughout Alaska and much of that success is attributable to the loyalty
and longevity of its more than 230 employees.” At closing Mr. Shurtleff
remarked, “The employee and executive team are excited about being
part of such a “top flight” organization like Bering Straits. AIH is an
Alaskan brand and it is incredibly gratifying to know it will continue to be
Alaskan owned.”

BSNC, NANA, ASRC FORM INUIT
ARCTIC BUSINESS ALLIANCE
Representatives of BSNC, Arctic Slope Regional Corporation (ASRC) and NANA
Regional Corporation announced the establishment of the Iñuit Arctic Business
Alliance (IABA) in June.
IABA’s mission is to provide a unified voice, collective vision, guidelines
and venue for doing business in the Arctic. IABA’s goals are to ensure that
their respective regions directly benefit from activity and operations in the
Alaska Arctic. IABA will provide the Arctic Alaska Iñuit a voice, with respect to
transportation, infrastructure, energy and all facets of sustainable economic
development and cultural stewardship.
“Global interests continue to focus on the Arctic, and we, Iñuit, have always
worked together to ensure our collective destiny remains in the hands of our
people,” said BSNC President & CEO Gail Schubert. “The Iñuit Arctic Business
Alliance is the conduit to ensure we lead this effort.”
“It is important that we speak for ourselves with a collective voice. With
increased interest in the Arctic, there is too much at stake to let others speak
for us. This partnership is a mechanism to make sure it is our message that is
being heard,” said ASRC President and CEO Rex A. Rock Sr.
“Cooperation is our natural way of doing business,” said NANA President and
CEO Wayne Westlake. “The planning for this business alliance has spanned
over a year and we have now agreed to work together on common priorities.”
The three corporate members of IABA were established as part of the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act of 1971. Their combined land base and traditional
territories span coastal Alaska and neighboring uplands from the Yukon River
Delta to the Canadian border. Together, they own a total of 9.3 million acres
of Arctic surface and subsurface real estate and represent more than 31,900
shareholders. IABA is governed by a nine member board of directors, comprised
of three individuals from each member corporation.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT & CEO
Despite Shell’s recent announcement that it
is shutting down its operations in the Arctic,
the world continues to focus on the Arctic
and how to address the impending changes
caused by climate change. At the start of
2015, the U.S. assumed the chairmanship
of the Arctic Council. The U.S. State
Department has stated that the focus of our
Nation’s chairmanship will be environmental
stewardship, including protection of the
marine environment, conservation of the
rich Arctic biodiversity, improving conditions
in Arctic communities and addressing the
rapidly changing climate in the Arctic.
The United States is an Arctic nation because of Alaska, and our state
should have an active and influential role as Arctic development in, and
shipping through, Arctic waters increases. In late August, Alaska welcomed
President Obama to our beautiful homeland. His trip marked the first time
a sitting president visited the U.S. Arctic. While in Alaska, he focused on
threats to our communities caused by climate change and visited rural
communities along the Arctic shoreline. I was invited to meet with the
President and spoke about the effects of climate change on our communities
and subsistence activities, the fact that we are all subsistence based
communities and that our subsistence resources need to be protected,
and, the need for economic development in our communities to provide the
jobs needed to sustain our communities. I emphasized that infrastructure
development is still needed in our communities to deal with the increased
traffic through the Bering Strait, even if offshore development does not
happen. Finally I noted the important role the Bering Strait region has at the
national and international level due to our strategic location at the critical
choke point as marine traffic moves through the Northern Sea Route, the
Northwest Passage and the proposed Transpolar Route. Because of our
strategic location in the Arctic, BSNC continues to seek title under ANCSA to
approximately 2,000 acres of land at Port Clarence. Without Shell’s offshore
activities, development of Port Clarence will likely rely on the projected
growth of marine traffic whether it is related to tourism, transcontinental
shipping, search and rescue, or State and National security interests.
The continuation of our subsistence way of life is central to BSNC’s mission
and the most important consideration when BSNC embarks on an economic
endeavor. This past summer BSNC visited Nome, White Mountain, Golovin,
Wales, Teller, Shaktoolik, Brevig Mission, Koyuk, Gambell, Saint Michael,
Stebbins, Savoonga, Unalakleet and Shishmaref to recruit, hire and train 17
Protected Species Observers (PSOs) for Shell. BSNC is deeply disappointed

by Shell’s decision to exit its oil exploration in the Arctic. Offshore oil and gas
development on Alaska’s Outer Continental Shelf would have provided wellpaying employment opportunities for shareholders and descendants, as well
as economic development opportunities for the BSNC region.
Though short-lived, the PSO work complemented our mission to improve the
quality of life of our people through economic development while protecting our
land and resources and preserving our culture and heritage. Our long-lasting
dependence on the land and sea for subsistence purposes highlights why our
Board of Directors continues to emphasize protecting our lands and resources,
even as we engage in profit-making economic development activities.
Shell’s decision to leave Alaska brings my attention to Alaska’s changing
economy. The impending fiscal crisis is cause for deep concern, and the
Governor and State Legislature both have critical and important decisions to
make on how to bridge the fiscal gap. My concern is that the changes made
may have a dramatic and negative impact on rural Alaska, where the cost of
living is very high. Potential changes include imposing a state sales tax, a
state income tax, reducing or capping the permanent fund dividend, closing
rural schools with fewer than a certain number of students, and other fiscal
measures that will decrease state funds being appropriated for rural Alaska.
The positive aspect is that our rural representatives, including Representative
Neal Foster and Senator Donny Olson, are both experienced and able to fight
to ensure that the necessary budget cuts are not made solely on the backs
of rural Alaskans. If they ask for our support of important legislation and
measures to deal with the fiscal crisis, we should be prepared to give them
the support they need.
Last, but not least, I congratulate shareholder Loretta Bullard for her recent
appointment by Governor Walker to the Alaska Judicial Council. She is the first
Alaska Native to be appointed to the Judicial Council, which plays an important
role in the judicial system. The Council screens and nominates applicants for
judges, evaluates the performance of judges, makes evaluation information
and recommendations available to voters, and conducts studies and makes
recommendations to improve the administration of justice. Loretta’s service
on the Council will ensure that it has a more fair and balanced perspective
representing all Alaskans, including Alaska Natives. Her longstanding service
and commitment to rural Alaska is well known, and I am pleased that she
accepted this important appointment.

Gail R. Schubert
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BSNC IS ON FACEBOOK
BSNC has more than 3,000
“Likes” on Facebook! “Like” us
on Facebook and get the latest
news from BSNC and the region.
www.facebook.com/GoBSNC

HISTORICAL SPOTLIGHT:
MESONGA MILLIGRO CK
SKILLED QIVIUT KNIT TER LED CO-OP
Mesonga A. (Milligrock) Atkinson passed peacefully at home on Oct. 10, 2014 at the age of 75
years. Born in Nome in 1939, Atkinson moved soon thereafter to Anchorage. Upon marrying,
she and her husband set up a homestead near Goose Bay. As a homemaker, Atkinson found
the perfect job working for Oomingmak Musk Ox Producers’ Co-operative, an Alaska Nativeowned business founded in 1969. For 23 years, Atkinson knit qiviut, the downy-soft underwool
from the Arctic musk-ox. She knit the Shishmaref scarf and smoke ring patterns and helped
develop the Tundra and Snow patterns in the two color yarn. During her time with the Co-op,
she knit more than 1,300 pieces and helped correct and refine the patterns. Atkinson was
President of the Oomingmak Board of Directors for 13 years.
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SHA R E HOL DE R N EWS

Photo courtesy of Susan Ringstad Emery

SHAREHOLDER BUSINESS
SPOTLIGHT: SUSAN
RINGSTAD EMERY

BSNC acknowledges and thanks shareholder Vernon Kugzruk for helping edit BSNC’s
2015 Annual Report. For more than 8 years, Vernon closely scrutinized each Annual
Report’s financials for minor edits. This year, BSNC contracted with Vernon to review
the report prior to its release. BSNC truly appreciates the involvement of shareholders
who help contribute toward the success of the Company.

MONTHLY STO CK WILL
DRAWING WINNERS

Arctic Caves, Caribou Study

BSNC shareholder Susan Ringstad Emery is a Seattle-area based
artist of Inupiat and Scandinavian descent. Her work includes
mixed media, drawings, pastel, oil paintings, watercolor paintings,
traditional prints, children’s book illustrations, commercial and
graphic design. She holds an Associates of Fine Arts degree in
Studio Arts.
“I love indigenous artwork from around the world and am inspired
by the Iñupiat Ilitqusiat, or the values system of northwest Alaska,”
said Emery. “My influences also include my cultures, family,
people and places of the world and inspiration by other artists
such as my art teacher Sandra Lepper, Vincent Van Gogh, Diego
Rivera, my maternal grandfather Teddy Sockpick, whose art was
expressed through his skilled scrimshaw etchings, and my paternal
grandmother Florence Selberg-Ringstad, who placed a priority on
the arts and enjoyed working in watercolor.”
Learn more about Susan Ringstad Emery’s work by visiting www.
zhibit.org/susanringstademeryart/commercial-work-graphic-design.

Mail in your updated stock will today and
be entered into a drawing to win $200!
The Stock Will Drive provides a monthly drawing of $200. The
Stock Will Drive is an incentive for shareholders to have a current
Stock Will on file with BSNC, whether it is a first one or a revised
one. Each month, BSNC will draw a lucky winner to receive
$200 from those shareholders who have submitted a new or
revised Stock Will during the previous month. For the month of
September, a total of 29 shareholders turned in a valid will.
May – June Lincoln, White Mountain
June – Karen Blodgett, Oklahoma
July – Roberta Rodin, Nome
August – Richard A. Seeganna, Anchorage
September – Carrie Greene Jr., Anchorage

SHAREHOLDER SPOTLIGHT:
DR. BARB AMAROK

FIRST EMPLOYEE OF BSNC
REMEMBERED FOR SERVICE

BSNC shareholder Dr. Barb Amarok’s
entire professional career of thirtyfour plus years has been committed
to the education of rural Alaskans.
Last September, Amarok earned
her doctoral degree in Indigenous
Education from the University of
Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) Indigenous
Studies Ph.D. Program. Amarok’s
dissertation on Indigenous Education
in the 21st century addressed the
responsibilities of elementary and
secondary formal schooling and teacher preparation programs
to appropriately and relevantly serve children and communities
in rural Alaska.

BSNC sends its condolences to the family of BSNC shareholder Gary
Longley Sr. of Nome, who passed away on June 2. Board Director
and former President & CEO Tim Towarak remembers Longley as
the first official employee of BSNC, having been chosen by an
interim BSNC Board during formation. Serving as Executive Director
under President Jerome Trigg, Longley hired many of BSNC’s first
employees. Longley’s extensive experience working for the regional
Bureau of Indian Affairs as the Nome Agency Superintendent was of
great benefit to BSNC in its early years.
Longley is remembered by many as an Alaska Native leader who
worked on the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of 1971.
Longley has testified before the Alaska Natives Commission on
federal and state programs and policies affecting Alaska Native
people. He stressed the priorities of subsistence, education,
vocational training and employment and safe, sanitary and
adequate housing. Longley was a meteorologist for the National
Weather Service, Local Government Specialist for the State of
Alaska and served as the Chief of the Office of Native Affairs
for the Alaska Area Native Health Service. Longley served
as President of Kawerak, Inc. and also as Vice President of
Community Health Services for Norton Sound Health Corporation.

Photo Courtesy of Neva Creek Photography/ Katie O’Connor

BSNC REMEMBERS
GARY LONGLEY SR.

Not only does Amarok advocate for relevant and effective
teaching, she stresses cultural knowledge, that students learn
the history of their people and Alaska Native leaders. She
continues to serve her community and the region as a member
of the Nome School Board, Sitnasuak Native Corporation
Foundation Board, Norton Sound Education Workgroup and the
First Alaskans Institute Visionary Council. Amarok is the 70th
Alaska Native to earn a Research Doctorate.
Continued on page 6...
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B SN C N EWS
BLM SUPPRESSES FIRE
CULTURALLY SIGNIFICANT ARCHEOLOGICAL
PLACE SPARED
On July 24, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) successfully
suppressed a fire that threatened two important cultural sites on Alaska’s
Seward Peninsula. The two sites, one an old village site and the other
a pictograph (rock painting), were threatened by a rapidly moving tundra
fire ignited by a lightning strike near Coco Creek. Both sites had been
conveyed to BSNC through Section 14(h)(1) of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act, which allowed Alaska Native regional corporations to
select sites of historical and archaeological significance.
At approximately 3 p.m., Thomas Sparks of the BLM Nome Field Station
was contacted by Galena Fire Zone and asked about the significance of
the known historical sites as smoke jumpers were in route to the fire.
Having worked as BSNC’s Vice President of Land and Resources from
1991-2000, Sparks had been instrumental in establishing BSNC’s 14(h)
(1) and he quickly identified the need for fire suppression in the Coco
Creek area. BLM’s smoke jumpers and three Fire Boss aircraft suppressed
the fire by 5:30 p.m.
On Saturday, July 25, staff from the BSNC Land Department flew to Coco
Creek to inspect the scene of the fire and determine if any damage to the
cultural resources there had occurred. They found that the fire had been
suppressed, but not before it ran to within 200 meters of the old village
site. The pictograph site is located near the fire and was also spared from
damage. A fire crew was still on the scene, mopping up hot spots and
monitoring the scene for potential flare.
“This site represents an important period in the region’s prehistoric past,”
said Matt Ganley, BSNC Vice President of Media and External Affairs. “The
pictograph is one of only a few which exist in the whole Inupiat/Inuit area
stretching from Unalakleet to Greenland. Had this site been damaged or
destroyed by the fire, we would have lost a significant piece of the Bering
Strait region’s cultural history.”
The BLM is tasked with protecting archaeological sites from fires occurring
on that agency’s land, and decisions on the level of response depend on
the significance of the site and the availability fire suppression resources.
Gail Schubert, BSNC President and CEO, said, “This is a great example
of how BLM and Alaska Native corporations can work together to protect
cultural resources that represent the State’s rich cultural past. We have
worked cooperatively with BLM for many years on land-related issues and
we appreciate the expertise and commitment of their employees in the
Anchorage, Fairbanks and Nome offices.”

BSNC DECLARES SPECIAL
ELDERS’ DIVIDEND DISTRIBUTION
The Bering Straits Native Corporation (BSNC) Board of Directors voted on
Aug. 13 to declare a one-time special Elder dividend of $500. This special
dividend will be paid to original BSNC shareholders who were 65 years of
age or older on Nov. 10, 2015, the date of record. Checks will be mailed on
or by Dec. 31, 2015.
“This special dividend is given in gratitude of those who have given so much
to our communities and our people,” said BSNC Board Chairman Henry
Ivanoff. “BSNC honors the contributions of our Elder shareholders.”
BSNC is an Alaska Native Corporation that was established by the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act of 1971. It is owned by more than 7,100
Alaska Native shareholders and actively pursues responsible development
of resources and other business opportunities. Through its subsidiaries,
BSNC serves the federal government and commercial customers throughout
the Bering Strait region, Alaska, the United States and the world.
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SIGN UP FOR THE
E-NEWSLET TER!
SAVE PAPER, HELP THE ENVIRONMENT
BSNC invites shareholders and descendants to reduce our
usage of paper by signing up to receive the Agluktuk newsletter
electronically. The e-Newsletter, which will be sent via email, will
help cut down on the costs of printing and postage, will respect
the environment and is received in a more timely fashion than
the mailed newsletter.
Shareholders who receive e-Newsletters may always request to
receive paper copies of editions that are meaningful to them,
and full copies of the paper newsletter will continue to be posted
to the BSNC website in a PDF format.
Visit www.beringstraits.com/enewsletter to sign up.

ROCK CREEK MINE MOVING
TOWARD RECLAMATION
The Rock Creek Mine, an Alaska Gold Company (AGC) venture,
is moving toward reclamation with work to be completed by the
close of 2016. The mine, constructed from 2006-2008 by AGC,
a subsidiary of Novagold, was in production for a short time.
In 2012, BSNC purchased all of the remaining AGC holdings
in the Nome area, including the mine and the Big Hurrah gold
prospect. In the years after the purchase, BSNC evaluated a
number of possible re-start scenarios for the mine but found
that gold production at Rock Creek could not be done in a
profitable manner.
In June of this year, the Alaska Department of Natural
Resources and Sitnasuak Native Corporation (SNC) approved
the reclamation plan and reclamation work began immediately.
Tumit Construction, a wholly owned Kawerak, Inc. subsidiary,
is the primary contractor and has committed the necessary
manpower and equipment to fulfilling the reclamation plan.
As part of the original AGC and SNC agreement, AGC could
have been required to purchase any property from SNC that
had been disturbed in the mining process. To fulfill this
responsibility AGC, now a BSNC subsidiary, agreed to purchase
a much larger tract of SNC land. This approach provided AGC/
BSNC with a much more manageable tract, and ensured that
reclamation could be completed in a timely manner.
While it is unfortunate that the Rock Creek mine could not
be brought back into production and provide employment
opportunities, BSNC’s management is confident that once
reclamation is completed, the property could very well see
future use for commercial operations associated with Nome’s
role in Arctic shipping.
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MISSING SHAREHOLDER ADDRESSES
VERONICA ROSALINE ABOUCHUK
MELISSA ADOLPH
ELIZABETH ANN AHWINONA
MERCILEN AMAROK
LYNN MARIE ANASOGAK
THERESA KAY ANDERSON
SUSAN T ANINGAYOU
STEVEN DAVID ANOWLIC
CECIL J ANOWLIC
NATHAN ISAIAH ANUNGAZUK
WILLIAM DONALD ARCA
CRISTA LYNN ARNOLD
LEROY ASHENFELTER
ROBERT JOSEPH ATTATAYUK
DEBRA BASHAM
DAKOTA BEATON
JAMES ALLEN BEAVER
KATHERINE BEEMAN
SHANE E BERGAMASCHI
ASA R. BERGAMASCHI
CHRISTINE D BERNALDO
DEBRA ANN BORCHARDT
PATRICIA BORDENELLI
CHELSEA ROSE BORKOWSKI
PHILLIP GEORGE BOURDON
WENDY GLORIANNA BRADLEY
CAROL JOANN BREWSTER
JOSHUA E. BRODERSON
ROY EDWARD BEN BROWN
LAMOYNE IRENE BROWN
MARY BUCK
LILLIAN THERESA BUFFAS
JOEL T. BUSWELL
KEVIN ARTHUR CABINBOY
MARLENE ANN CANNON
DONNA MARIE CARLISLE

WANDA JACQUELINE CARLSON
KRISTIE EMMA CAROON
JAMES E CAROON
TERRY ANN CHILCOTE
GEORGE STEVENS COFFEY
ROBERT NORMAN COLE
BOBBY COLLINS
MICHAEL JAMES COOPER
ETCHINE J COUTEE
EDWARD MICHAEL COWGER
PAULINE PANEATUK CRANDALL
ELIZABETH LEONA CURRIER
JAMES CODY DILUCCHIO
DEGEE A DOBSON
DALE VINCENT DOUGLAS
THOMAS JAMES DUKES
JOHN DAVID EAGLE
JONI MICHELLE EARP
THOMAS ROY EGELAND
WARREN ELACHIK
CAROL ANN EPPERLEY
FREDERICK EARL ERNAK
GARY FORREST EVANS
CARLA JUNE EVANS
JAMIE LEE FIELDS
BRIAN KEITH FINLEY
GEORGE EVANE FINLEY
JOSHUA R. L. FIREY
MICHAEL FOCIA
JOHN M FRATIS
CHENNE MARIA FRATIS
LISAMARIE MARY FREGOSO
ANTHONY LANE FRY
DANIEL WESLEY GAULT
KEVIN RAY GARRIS
JON PAYENNA GERTON

LORRIE FAYE GLEASON
MYLES GONANGNAN
JEFFERY EUGENE GRANT
WILLIAM JOSEPH GREENE
JENNIFER DOROTHY GREGORY
LYDIA ANN HANCOCK
CHRISTINA MARIE HANSELL
STACY TODD HANSELL
STEVEN LEE HANSEN
IDA MAE HARMAN
SHERRI LAVERNE HARRIS
DARLENE RUTH HAWK
SUSAN LORI HAWK
TYLER HAWK
MARGIE OYAKAMEOU HEAVENER
CHRISTOPHER HESS
LOIS HOPKINS
LINDA MAE HOYT
ALAN SAUL HUBBARD
THOMAS LEE HUFFMAN
VERNON HUNTER
SUSAN CORA INGLE
BUCKLEY B ISAKSON
LARISSA L A IVANOFF
GORDON STEPHAN IYA
MARY LOU IYAHUK
CHARLENE BLANCH IYAPANA
CURTIS JAMES IYAPANA
GLENN BERT IYATUNGUK
HAZEL NANCY JACK
AZURE JACKSON
CATHERINE NATASHA JACOBSON
TIMOTHY DAVID JAMES
BURL JOHNSON
SCOTTINA JOHNSON
LEANDRA JOHNSON

WILLIAM JASON JOHNSON
VIOLA VERA JOSEPH
LAWRENCE THOMAS JUDD
BELINDA MAY KAKARUK
ROBERT PETER KAKARUK
ROBERT DUANE KAKOONA
PRISCILLA KAMEROFF
VIRGIL AMOS KATCHATAG
BRUCE KATCHATAG
ROMALD K KATEXAC
MILTON KAVAIRLOOK
ELIZABETH KAVAIRLOOK
ADELINE ELLEN KAYOUKLUK
EBBA ESTHER KAYOUKLUK
FRED WARREN KEELICK
MARGARET M KILLARZOAC
JENNIFER KINNEY
FRANCIS KIRK
CRAIG KISSELL
RUTH JANET KIYUTELLUK
TERESA MARIE KOMAKHUK
MYRTLE A. KOMAKHUK
AL WAYNE KOONOOKA
KANDI KOSTENUK
HANNAH GAIL KOSTIEW
BRIAN KOTONGAN
COLLEEN HELEN KOUTCHAK
CHERI CHRISTINE KREMPER
RAYMOND PHILLIP KULIK
ROGER KUNAYAK
PETULA ANN KUNNEMANN
JOSEPH MARTIN KUNNUK
DAVID MARCUS LAW
SHANNON M LEAL
GAIL LEWIS
MATHILDA LICK

SHIRLEY ESTHER LIHS
HARRY DREWLETTE LILLEY
DAVID LEE LOCKWOOD
KAREN LOPEZ
HENRY WAYNE LUKE
RONNIE H KEITH LUPSON
LORRAINE LUPSON
MARRIE LUPSON
LORRI LUPSON
MICHELE LEIGH MAYO-KOK
JOEL A MAYOKOK
SHARON MAE MCJUNKIN
DOUGLAS MELLAND
MARIE D MERITO
DANIEL MIKE
ALEXIS RUDY MIKE
MARIE ANN MILLER
STANLEY LAWRENCE MILLIGROCK
GEOFFREY CLINTON MILLIGROCK
LORI ANN MOERBITZ
BILLIE WAIN MOORE
VANESSA LEANNA MOORE
JAMES F MORGAN
VIRGIL H MORGAN
MARVIN L MORGAN
HENRY A MORGAN
ROBERT EDGAR MORSE
CAROL ELAINE MURPHY
CHERYL ANN MURPHY
STEVEN CHARLES MURPHY
KEVIN STEVE MYOMICK
ALFRED PETER MYOMICK
PERRI LEHUA NAKAYAMA
MARY FLORA NED
TOMMY K NINGEALOOK
DANNY NINGEALOOK

WILLIAM TAFT NORTHUP
MARTIN O'CONNOR
JOHN OBRIEN
KURT S. OKBAOK
ELSIE ROSE OKITKON
DAVID PAUL OKSOKTARUK
GILBERT JAMES OLANNA
ARCHIE OLANNA
VICKI MARLENE OLIVER
JENNIFER OLSON
RICHARD RAYMOND OMELAK
PATRICK A. OMIAK
DAVID LAWRENCE OST
MICHAEL FRANCES OTTEN
NICOLE RUTH OTTON
TAMMIE J. OUTWATER-DAY
RITA M OYOUMICK
MICHELE ANN PALMER
OSWALD PANEOK
GENEVIEVE DANE PANIPTCHUK
IDA GAIL PANIPTCHUK
DEBORAH SUSAN PEARSON
DONNA MARIE PENNINGTON
AMY NORINE PENWELL
LINDA L PHILLIPS
JULIA MAY PICKUS
RAPHEAL PIKONGANNA
STELLA POLARETZKE
CECELIA MARIE RAYMOND
CHRISTINA REIGN
VIRGINIA HELEN REYNEK
ROBERT EARL REYNOLDS
LENA JUNE RIVERA
JOSEPH THOMAS ROBERTS
JONATHAN ROBERTS
GARY KEVIN RODRIGUE

KIMBERLY MICHELLE RYAN
JOSEPH M. E. SAAD
ANNOKAZOOKA LAZYNA SANCHEZ
CAROLYN SARREN
WALTER NORTON SAVETILIK
SOPHIE C SCOTT
CHRISTOFER K SENUNGETUK
MICHELLE R SHARP
ELGEN R. SHELDON
LEVI ALFRED SILAS
MAE LYNN SILOOK
ROGER BARRY SILOOK
KAYLE SIXKILLER
WILLIAM LAURENCE SMITH
STARLA RAE SMITH
MARGARET AGATHA SNOWBALL
GERTRUDE MARGARET
SNOWBALL
ELAZARETH H SOLSKI
CAROL SOPHIE SOOKIAYAK
ANTHONY CHARLES SOOLOOK
DALENE RUTH SOXIE
ROSE MARY SOXIE
EDWARD MERLE LOWELL SOXIE
ANNETTE CAROL SPIVEY
DOMINIC JACOB STETTINGER
TIMMY STEVE
JEANNE MARIE STEVE
MARTIN T. STEVE
EMILY SELMA SUTTON
EDWARD PATRICK TATE
CHARLES JAMES TAXAC
SAM B TEAYOUMEAK
FREIDA PEARL TECUATL
MICHAEL JEAN TESTU
ROSEALENE A THOMAS

KAVIK THOMAS-STETTINGER
ELEANOR DARLENE THOMPSON
KARMEN TITTLE
STACEY D M TOKEINNA
KELLY TOOTHAKER
MARK TOOTHAKERV
CYNTHIA ANN TOWARAK
THERESA MARGARET TUNLEY
RACHEL JACKIE UNGAROOK
BARBARA AURELIA VALANZUELA
BEVERLY ANN VAN VALKENBURGH
CHARLES VANN
MARGARET WALLACE
WILLIAM LEE WALLUK
JAMES MELVIN WALSER
FRANK T WALUNGA
TIMOTHY P WALUNGA
STACIA MARIE WARD
DONNA MICHELLE WASHINGTON
PRESTON WASHINGTON
MARTHA MARIE WASHINGTON
ANGELINE WASSILIE
MARY ELIZABETH WATANABE
LEESA JOAN WATSON
ELIZABETH J WEBB
JOSEPHINE WEINSTEIN
WILLIAM DAVID WELLS
ANN J WESTLOCK
HENRY WHEELER
ALBERT K WHITE
STEFFANNITA MARIE WILLOYA
MARK CLARENCE WILLOYA
LOLA WILSON
MARY JILL YOUNG

Are you receiving important mailings from BSNC, including newsletters and dividends? It is important that shareholders keep their mailing address up-to-date.
Visit http://beringstraits.com/shareholders/forms/address_name_change.pdf to update your address today or use the form below.

SHAREHOLDER NAME AND ADDRESS CHANGE FORM
BSNC shareholders should update the Shareholder Records Department directly in writing anytime their mailing
address or name changes. Address changes for shareholders under the age of 18 must be signed by the minor’s
custodian. Mail in this form or send a signed letter with your social security number, date of birth and new address to:
Print name:_____________________________________________________________________________
New mailing address:_____________________________________________________________________

Mail completed form to:
Bering Straits Native Corporation
P.O. Box 1008
Nome, Alaska 99762
You may also call our Nome or
Anchorage offices at (907) 443-5252
or (907) 563-3788 or email us at
shareholders@beringstraits.com.

Social security number: ___________________________________ Date of birth: ____________________

For name changes, BSNC requires that you attach a
legal document with your new name, such as a copy
of a court record, valid government ID, marriage
certificate or divorce decree.

Contact phone number:___________________________________________________________________

New name: _________________________________

Email address:___________________________________________________________________________

Former name:_______________________________

(If applicable)

Social security number:________________________

I am also a custodian for:__________________________________________________________________

Date of birth:________________________________

Signature:______________________________________________________________________________

Signature:__________________________________

Date:__________________________________________________________________________________

Date:______________________________________

City: __________________________________________________ State: ___________ ZIP: ___________

BERING STRAITS NATIVE CORPORATION
AL ASK A STATUTE 13.16.705(b) WILL
AL ASK A NATIVE CL AIMS SET TLEMENT ACT OF 1971

Mail completed form to:
Bering Straits Native Corporation
P.O. Box 1008
Nome, Alaska 99762

I, _______________________________________________________________, having attained the age of eighteen (18) years and being of sound mind, and solely
for the purposes of AS 13.16.705(b) and ANCSA of 1971, Sec. 7(h)(2), freely and voluntarily execute this will and hereby devise and bequeath my shares of stock in
Bering Straits Native Corporation and _______________________________________________________village corporation to:
Name of village

Name

Current Address

% of Shares

This will revokes any bequest of the stock, described above, in any previously existing will or codicil. If I now own more shares than I have bequeathed above, I direct
that the remaining shares shall be split pro rata among the persons named above. BSNC recommends that all existing fractional shares of stock be given to one person,
and that existing whole shares be given as whole shares and not split into fractional shares.
This instrument shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Alaska.
City

State

Dated at _______________________________, __________________________,
this ______day of ________, 20____.
Signature of Testator________________________________________________
I, being first sworn, declare that the testator signs and executes this instrument as
his/her last will and that he/she signs it willingly, and I sign this will as witness of
the testator’s signing, and that to the best of my knowledge the testator is 18 years
or older, of sound mind, and under no constraint or undue influence.

State of: __________________________
County of: ________________________(or ______________Judicial District)
Subscribed, sworn to and acknowledged before me by
_______________________________________________________________,
the testator, this ______ day of ______________, 20_____
Notary Public or Postmaster ________________________________________
In and for the State of _______________
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B SN C R E G ION N E WS
WILFRED “BOYUCK” RYAN,
OF RYAN AIR RECEIVES
SUSTAINABILITY AWARD

RECOGNITION FOR YOUNG ROLE MODELS
BSNC has announced the awardees of its 2015
Young Providers Award as Heather Jackson of
Shaktoolik and Nick Hanson of Unalakleet. This
year, the BSNC Board of Directors has chosen to
posthumously honor the late Herbie Nayokpuk
and Sinrock Mary by presentation of the awards.

Heather Jackson

Nick Hanson

Heather Jackson, a 20-year-old basketball
enthusiast, was taught and embraces the
subsistence way of life by providing for her
family and the Elders year-round in her village.
A young role model, Jackson encourages others
to live a drug-free lifestyle. Jackson will receive
the award honoring Sinrock Mary, the Queen
of Reindeer, who overcame incredible personal
hardship and discriminatory laws against
women and Alaska Native people to become
a successful business woman. Confident and
assertive with business smarts, Sinrock Mary
was also good-natured, generous and set a
positive example for women.

Nick Hanson, who competed on NBC’s “American Ninja Warrior,” is
an active community member and suicide prevention advocate. As a
positive role model, motivational speaker and Native Youth Olympic,
basketball and volley ball coach, Hanson embraces traditional activities
and relishes the role as a mentor of young people. Hanson will receive
the award honoring Herbie Nayokpuk, also known as the Shishmaref
Cannonball, who was an avid and well-known Iditarod musher. Although
Nayokpuk never won the Iditarod, he was known as a very formidable
competitor and was inducted into the Iditarod Hall of Fame.

BSNC TO SURVEY RANDOMLY
SELECTED SHAREHOLDERS
GOAL OF SURVEY TO DETERMINE OPINION ON
ISSUING STOCK TO DESCENDANTS
In 2012, the Open Enrollment Subcommittee was established by
the BSNC Board to assess the feasibility of opening the rolls to
descendants of original shareholders. The BSNC Board of Directors
continues to evaluate open enrollment for descendants of BSNC
shareholders born after Dec. 18, 1971.
BSNC currently issues two classes of shares: Class A shares are held by
at-large shareholders and are not associated with a village corporation in
the region. Class B shares are held by shareholders also enrolled with a
village corporation in the region. Open enrollment would create another
class of shares, which would be issued to BSNC descendants.
BSNC descendants receive many of the same benefits as BSNC
shareholders. Descendants are eligible to receive scholarships
from the Bering Straits Foundation and qualified job applicants are
eligible for the same hiring preference offered to BSNC shareholders.
Descendants who meet academic qualifications are eligible to
participate in BSNC’s Summer Internship Program. Staff has grown
the summer internship program into a competitive professional
development program with training workshops on leadership skills,
public speaking, the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, cultural
awareness, policy issues that impact Alaska Native people, speed
mentoring, professional writing, resume/HR tips and business
structure.

PRESENTED BY THE INSTITUTE OF THE NORTH
On Aug. 18 many Unalakleet
residents gathered at the Old
Covenant Gymnasium for the
Walter J. Hickel “Day of the
Arctic” Luncheon to support
and honor BSNC shareholder
Wilfred “Boyuck” Ryan of Ryan
Air, who was presented with the
Robert O. Anderson Sustainable
Arctic Award by the Institute of
the North. The award recognizes
an individual or organization
based in Alaska, or around the
circumpolar North, in recognition
of their long-time achievements
Wilfred “Boyuck” Ryan
balancing development of
Arctic resources with respect for the environment, and benefit to
communities and peoples of the North.
Photo courtesy of Alaska Dispatch News/Philip Hall

2015 YOUNG
PROVIDERS RECIPIENTS

Unalakleet Air Taxi was founded by Ryan’s father, Wilfred Ryan Sr.
in 1953. With assistance from his wife Eva, their business
prospered. Ryan took over the family business, now known as
Ryan Air, in 1977 after his father’s passing. The small, three-plane,
two-pilot operation grew to become the largest commuter carrier in
the state with a new mission of providing air cargo service in rural
Alaska markets. Today, Ryan Air is one of Alaska’s key Bush freight
carriers, operating 14 aircrafts out of seven hubs. Ryan Air serves
more than 70 villages and employs more than 90 people.

Use Permits should be submitted to the BSNC Land and Resource
Department. Please visit www.beringstraits.com/lands to learn
more. In addition to these benefits, BSNC issues bereavement
benefits provided to families to assist after the death of an original
BSNC shareholder, spouse of an original BSNC shareholder, or
lineal descendant of an original BSNC shareholder.
Opening the rolls can be expected to significantly increase the
BSNC shareholder base, given the number of descendants born
since Dec.18, 1971. Should open enrollment be implemented,
there is no guarantee that BSNC could financially perform to
meet the dividend expectations of BSNC’s current shareholder
base. BSNC currently has approximately 7,300 Alaska Native
shareholders. The Company does not have an estimate on how
many descendants would be eligible to enroll.
The Open Enrollment Subcommittee has asked staff and
management to reach out to current shareholders, through a
formal, unbiased survey, to determine their interest in opening
enrollment. The survey will also help inform the corporation of
the possible number of new shareholders and the cost of open
enrollment to the Corporation and its long-term effect on current
shareholder equity.
Should you have any questions, comments, or feedback regarding
the survey, please email Miriam.aarons@beringstraits.com or call
(907) 334-8341.

Descendant use of BSNC’s lands for recreational and subsistence
endeavors is allowed and encouraged. For any commercial activity Land
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BSNC SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
BUILDS SKILLS, FUTURE LEADERS
BSNC hired 10 interns for its 2015 summer internship program.
The internship program, which features weekly training workshops,
is a professional development program structured around providing
interns skills needed to succeed in the workforce and informing
interns of Alaska Native history, culture and values. This year’s
trainings included workshops on the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act, leadership skills, Arctic matters, policy issues that
impact Alaska Native people, public speaking, cultural awareness,
speed mentoring, professional writing and career skills.

BSNC CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
Did you know that BSNC has a calendar on its website of
upcoming events? BSNC invites shareholders, descendants
and BSNC-region community members to submit news of
upcoming events of interest to media@beringstraits.com.
STEBBINS NATIVE CORPORATION ANNUAL MEETING
Thursday, Nov. 5, 7 p.m., Stebbins Community Hall
Contact: stebbinsnativecorporation@hotmail.com
MARY’S IGLOO NATIVE CORPORATION ANNUAL MEETING
Sunday, Nov. 8, 1 p.m., Teller Community Hall
Contact: (907) 642-2308
UNALAKLEET NATIVE CORPORATION ANNUAL MEETING
Saturday, Nov. 21, 10 a.m., Unalakleet Community Hall
Contact: uncadmin@ak.net
BSF AUCTION
Friday, Nov. 27, 3 p.m. to 7 p.m., Nome, Mini Convention Center
Contact: (907) 443-4305 | mkoezuna-irelan@beringstraits.com

BSNC interns and program staff flank Alaska Native leader Willie Hensley, who presented
to the interns in July. From left is Miriam Aarons (program staff), Mason Evans (business
development), Isabel Yamat (security), Willie Drake (legal/contracts), Lauren Smith (contracts/
communications), guest speaker Willie Hensley, Ashana Armstrong (business development),
Ashley Perry (human resources), Brandi Wheelehan (operations), Ruthanna Carr (safety/
construction), Ana Swanson (program staff). Not pictured is Isaiah Santana, who interned in
land and resources in Nome.

BSNC AWARDED USDA CONSERVATION INNOVATION GRANT
THE ONLY ALASKAN PROJECT AWARDED NATIONWIDE
BSNC, the managing member of Unaatuq, LLC, was awarded a
U.S. Department of Agriculture Conservation Innovation Grant
for a geothermal greenhouse at Pilgrim Hot Springs in Nome,
Alaska. Unaatuq, LLC was formed to purchase the Pilgrim Hot
Springs property in 2010 and is owned by BSNC, Sitnasuak Native
Corporation, Kawerak, Inc., NSEDC, Mary’s Igloo Native Corporation,
White Mountain Native Corporation, and Council Native Corporation.
This project proposal was completed with great assistance from Alaska
Center for Energy and Power (UAF) and Kawerak, Inc. staff and was

the only Alaska-based awardee. The grant will be used to develop a
geothermal resource to sustain a greenhouse operation for fresh,
local produce that can lessen supply chain risks, pilot a market
garden model to enhance the regional economy, provide better food
security in rural Alaska, and offset the use of fossil fuels.
“This year’s slate of projects is truly outstanding,” said United
States Secretary of Agriculture Tom Vilsack. “Our partner awardees
are progressive and forward-thinking and looking to solve natural
resource problems.”

B E R I N G ST R A I T S F OU N DAT ION N EWS
BERING STRAITS FOUNDATION’S ANNUAL ART AUCTION
FRIDAY, NOV. 27, 3 pm to 7 pm
Nome, Mini Convention Center
102 River Street
The Bering Straits Foundation (BSF) is accepting art, handmade
clothing items, jewelry, knitted goods and ulus for the their annual art
auction. The proceeds will benefit BSF’s goal to provide education and
training opportunities for shareholders and descendants.
If you would like to send a monetary donation to BSF, please send
a check addressed to the Bering Straits Foundation PO Box 1008
Nome, AK 99762; donations can also be made via Wells Fargo
account #8938527739. BSF now has the capability of accepting
credit card donations with a credit card reader in the Nome office.

Should you have any questions, please contact Marilyn KoezunaIrelan by email at mkoezuna-irelan@beringstraits.com or by
phone (907) 443-4305 or Chrystie Salesky by email at csalesky@
beringstraits.com or by phone at (907) 443-4316. BSF sincerely
appreciates your donation and support!

Will you be attending college or
technical school in the spring?
Don’t forget to apply for the spring semester scholarship
by Dec. 1! www.beringstraits.com/bsf
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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
GIFTING SHARES?
Under the 1991 Amendments to the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act (43 U.S.C. 1601 et seq.), shareholders may give stock to a person
who is their child, grandchild, great-grandchild, niece, nephew, brother
or sister and who is also a Native or descendant of a Native. H.R. 3157
“The Alaska Land Status Technical Corrections Act of 1992,” allows for
gift of stock to siblings. The law defines a Native as a person who is
at least one-fourth degree Alaska Indian, Eskimo or Aleut blood, or any
combination; a descendant of a Native is a lineal descendant (child,
grandchild, great-grandchild, etc.) of a Native or an adoptee of a Native
or descendant of a Native is who is adopted before the age of 18. Once
your gift is completed on the corporate books, the recipient of your
shares will own and have all the stock rights for those shares, including
the right to vote the shares at the shareholder meetings, to receive
dividends and distributions on the shares, to bequeath the shares upon
death, or to give the shares to a relative. Once gifting is completed, you
will have no rights with respect to the shares you gave away.

If you are interested in the gifting process, please contact the:
BSNC Shareholder Department
P.O. Box 1008
Nome, AK 99762
(907) 443-5252
toll-free 1-800-478-5079

Please note that if you are a shareholder of the village corporations of:
Sitnasuak (907) 443-2632,
Unalakleet (907) 624-3411,

Stebbins (907) 934-3281 or
Shishmaref (907) 649-3751

and you wish to gift at the village level, you must contact the
respective village corporation to request information and forms
directly from them.
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BSNC WELCOMES PRESIDENT OBAMA

BSNC employees welcome President Obama during his recent visit to Alaska.

BSNC ANNOUNCES 2015
SHAREHOLDER DIVIDEND
DISTRIBUTION
The Bering Straits Native Corporation (BSNC) Board of Directors has declared
a dividend of $3.25 per share to be issued in December. The average BSNC
shareholder who owns 100 shares of stock will receive $325. The total
distribution will be approximately $2,058,225 to BSNC’s shareholders of record.
There are many benefits that come with being s BSNC shareholder or descendant,
including eligibility to receive scholarships from the Bering Straits Foundation and
hire preference for qualified shareholders, descendants and shareholder spouses.
In addition to these benefits, BSNC provides bereavement benefits to families to
assist after the death of an original BSNC shareholder or lineal descendant of
an original BSNC shareholder. In fiscal year 2015, BSNC distributed more than
$2,565,000 in direct economic benefits to shareholders and descendants.
“BSNC is committed to providing meaningful benefits to its shareholders
and descendants,” said BSNC Board Chairman Henry Ivanoff. “We hope that
the 2015 dividend distribution helps shareholders offset costs during the
holiday season.”

